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Abstract
The influence of neurolinguistic applications on second language pedagogy has often been a
controversial subject of dispute. As such, researchers in this field have faced with some blurred and
conflicting views in terms of the pedagogical applicability of neurological discoveries for second
language instruction. In light of this research-based concern, the current short paper attempts to
review the related issues and refocus the current direction of the neurolinguistic-second language
pedagogy debate. The paper also concludes with some suggestions made in favor of an alternative
neurolinguistic outlook for L2 researchers.
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1. Introduction
Neurolinguistics is a branch of neuroscience which delves into the diverse dimensions of the
relation between the human brain and language. It is mainly concerned with the study of language
production and comprehension in relation to the brain structures and functions. As Nergis (2011)
generally argues, although neuroscience is relatively a young area of research, it has not have a
short life span in applied linguistics because there have been always some attempts to negotiate
neurological findings with social sciences, psychology and also pedagogy in order to extract
suggestions for educational practices (see for example, Sebastian et al., 2010; Blakemore, 2010;
Burnett et al. 2010).
In many ways, the field of neurolinguistics has fared well to this day and offered a lot of
significant research studies on how the human language is represented in the brain and how
language learning neurologically takes place in L1 and L2 systems. In terms of the nature and scope
of neurolinguistic research, it should be noted that neurolinguistics mainly investigates "linguistic
development of normally developing subjects, language loss in patients with brain damage, and
language use by people with specific language impairment" (Nergis, 2011, p. 143).
So far, some prominent brain studies have been conducted in the area of language
acquisition exploring the brain functions (see Abutalebi, 2008 and also Jacobs & Schumann, 1992
for synopses) and its complex structures to propose some neurolinguistic theories, namely the
Cerebral Dominance/Lateralization and Critical Period Hypothesis (for extensive reviews, see
Bialystok, 1997; Bickerton, 1981; Birdsong, 2006; Lenneberg, 1967; Scovel, 1969, 1988,
Singleton, 2005), Connectionism Theory and Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) Approach (see
Bowers, 2002; McClelland, Rumelhart, & PDP Research Group, 1986; Ney & Pearson, 1990;
Sokolik, 1990) and the Bimodality Theory (Danesi, 1986, 2003). Thus, it is clear that the evergrowing knowledge of brain has been fast becoming a part of the issues that researchers and
practitioners deal with in SLA and ELT professionally.
In spite of the fact that it is suggested that second language researchers look into the brain
sciences such as neurolinguistics in search of more effective instruction (Danesi, 1986; Spolsky,
1989; Nergis, 2011), only a limited number of attempts such as Danesi’s (2003) bimodality theory,
however, have been made to particularly crystallize neurolinguistic findings into second language
methodology during the last few decades (Mahmoodzadeh, 2011, 2012).
In this respect, Kim-Rivera (1998) similarly that few studies have approached language
teaching from the perspective of neurolinguistics attempting "to apply neurolinguistic discoveries to
the development of concrete prepositions that could guide second language teachers"(p. 91). In this
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sense, Danesi (2003) likewise argues that over the last decades the inquiry into the neurosciences
has clearly come to fruition for language teaching practices culminating in the design of three
groundbreaking "Neurolinguitic Methods", namely Lozanov’s (1979) Suggestopedia, Asher’s
(1977, 1981) Total Physical Response, and Krashen and Terrell’s (1983) Natural Approach.
In addition, more recently in terms of the pedagogical applications of neurolinguistic
research vis-à-vis SLA and second language teaching (SLT), the Danesi's (1986) bimodality theory
has offered L2 researchers some interesting insights and implications. This theory is indicative of a
neurolinguisic foundation for language instruction in the classroom. Its underlying nuts and bolts
indicate that there is a natural flow of information from the right to the left hemisphere of the brain
during language learning (Mahmoodzadeh, 2012). There are four principles which formed the
blueprint and basis of this theory: (1) the modal flow principle; (2) the modal focusing principle;
(3) the contextualization; (4) the conceptualization principle. The consolidation of these principles
would effectively enhance the learning of the language, as they integrate both structure and
communication, and thus educate both hemispheres at the same time (Danesi, 2003)
Seemingly the advent of bimodality theory has produced a neurolinguistically-based
explanation for success and/or failure of second language teaching methods. In effect, it can be
argued that this theory being later amended and expanded by Danesi (2003) to a set of pedagogical
maxims, has paved the way for the development of a "Bimodal" pedagogy (a term associated with
bimodality theory) which might be considered as a preliminary step to initiate a neurolinguisticlyoriented methodological undertaking to approach the circle of second language methodology (see
Mahmoodzadeh, 2011 for a full coverage of the issues). However, from the other side of the
argument, the field of neurolinguistics has witnessed some cautions concerning its feasible
jurisdiction in the area of second language pedagogy on a number of grounds (Mahmoodzadeh, in
press). For example, in the early 1980s, Scovel (1982) claims that any direct application of
neurolinguistic research to foreign language teaching, in all likelihood, should be seriously turned
down in vain attempts to justify good pedagogy or to condemn inadequate classroom practices;
rather, the contribution of neuropsychology, like that of linguistics, should be indirect and
insightful. In attempting to justify his claim, Scovel (1982) argues that
…1) neuropsychologists have studied competent bilingual, not language learners—the group
we are concerned with, 2) experimental tasks are often more complex than envisioned, 3)
the studies have dealt only with hemispheric lateralization and not with other dimensions of
the brain, and 4) even if it were possible to teach primarily to one or more portions of the
brain, quantity does not imply qualitative success at language learning (cited in Cohen,
1982, p. 306).
Moreover, quite recently Marinova (2012) likewise has stated that contacts between
neurolinguistics and SLA, if present at all, may be at best described as tentative and full of mutual
distrust. In another line of inquiry, Mahmoodzadeh (in press) also maintains that some researchers
have expressed their disapproval for adopting an integrative approach concerning the pedagogical
utility of neurolinguistic findings for second language research over the recent decades (e.g. Coch
& Ansari, 2009; Goswami, 2006). In a similar fashion, Christodoulou and Gaab (2009) and
Willingham (2009) discuss that it will never be possible to offer new cogent L2 teaching methods
that are rightfully based on neurological findings, as neuroscience is perceived to possess a
descriptive rather than a prescriptive approach to informing educators.
2. Reconsidering the research-based depth of neurolinguistic applications to second
language research
From a full-scale neurological inquiry, Mårtensson, Eriksson, Christian Bodammer,
Lindgren, Johansson, Nyberg, and Lövdén (2012) have claimed that the influence of adult foreignlanguage acquisition on human brain organization is poorly understood. Their findings confirm
structural changes in brain regions known to serve language functions during foreign-language
acquisition. Thus, they conclude that foreign language acquisition can even lead to brain structure
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changes in young adults. The above finding interestingly endorses the utmost importance of
neurological studies for the field of SLA. Arguably, whereas neurolinguistic findings, however,
have been informative and insightful for second language researcher, seemingly the application of
neurolinguistics, in its entirety, has not been a rich repertoire for second language practitioners
during the last two decades. One possible explanation in this regard is that the fallaciously
overemphasized arguments asserted against the applicability of neurolinguistic corollaries in second
language teaching have made practitionners unwilling to approach language pedagogy from
neurolinguistic domain.
In relation to this matter, some scholars have attempted to utterly criticize the biased stance
in question. For instance, Nergis (2011), in general, asserts that "researchers working on
neuroscience and education should come up with a new approach or framework to negotiate these
two fields of research to form sound suggestions" (p.143). In a similar way, among SLA
researchers, Jacob and Schuman (1992) suggest that language acquisition researchers not neglect
the role of neurological contributions and consider SLA and the interdisciplinary field of
neurolinguistics as two distant and discrete research realms. Instead, they call for adopting a more
integrative perspective towards the two fields and thus suggest that SLA researchers begin to
incorporate "a degree of neurobiological reality into their perception of the language acquisition
process. Such a neurally inspired view helps to provide a common ground for evaluating and
integrating various language acquisition perspectives" (p. 282). Even from solely linguistic
viewpoint, some scholars (see for example Grimaldi, 2012; Grimaldi & Craighero, 2012) have
recently cast doubt on the fertile integration of linguistics and cognitive neuroscience and have
redrawn our attention to the necessity and usefulness of this legitimately interdisciplinary interface
instead.
Two decades ago, although Kim-Rivera (1998) rightly argues that only when a consistent
pattern of salient results is achieved can neurolinguisticall-based theories such as bimodality be
considered worthy as a theoretical basis for instructional practice, this issue is perhaps still open to
debate due to the creation of a kind of boomerange effect. Based on this boomerange effect, the
voiced objections to the applications of the neurolinguistic research has almost disinclined L2
researchers to get involved and thus L2 researchers are perhaps too mindful of enquiring and
investigating the practical aspects of such theories. In fact, to the best of author’s knowledge, the
hot perennial controversy over the practical plausibility of neurolinguistic findings for second
language research and the pessimisim which has formed in this respect can virtually resulted in
some decision-making problems that L2 researchers and especially practitioners have to get to grips
with while investigating and conducting research studies.
According to Mahmoodzadeh (in press), it can be metaphorically implied that paradoxically
this field is theoretically assumed to be sufficiently fruitful, but practically of kind of 'forbidden
fruit'. In a nutshell, considering the undue skepticism and caution against overgeneralizing the
neurolinguistic results, it is argued that as it is important to withhold the spread of irrational
generalization, it is equally important not to do so at the expense of suppressing the future
opportunities. One tentative expalnation for this perhaps relates to the elusive nature of truth in
science. To understand this feature of the truth, Elbow (2008) has generally suggested that
researchers ought to get engaged in both playing and balancing some kind of scientific or academic
games: the believing game and the doubting game (see also Elbow, 1973 for further details). “The
doubting game can not prove that a position is wrong-nor the believing game that it is right. The
doubting game and believing game are just tools or methods and cannot make decisions for us. So,
our judgments will be better if we get to use both sets of tools” (p. 10). However, it seems that in
terms of the applications of neurolinguistics to second language research, practically researchers
have almost tended to play the doubting game, devoid of sufficient endeavours for playing the
believing game.
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3. Conclusion
In sum, it seems that reopening the agenda of neurolinguistic applications to second
language teaching is perhaps within the prospective changes. For the time being, Mahmoodzadeh
(in press) calls for a balanced alternative neurolinguistic perspective in which the fields of
neurolinguistics and second language pedagogy are not only considered mutually exclusive but also
are considered mutually complementary. In this regard, the author now strongly believes that the
taken stance is perhaps more sensible and inclusive and might yield a more conspicuous picture of
the totality of the issue as well. Hence, the field of neurolinguistics has not overstepped its
jurisdiction in second language research because its practical and theoretical aspects can be almost
considered as two sides of the same coin. In this sense, we might hopefully have the warranty to
rediscover the potential of neurolinguistic contribution to second language research and ideally
witness a major shift of focus regarding the validity criterion of its prospective patterns of research.
In conclusion, by putting further trust in applicability of the neurological achievements catered for
second language research, the stoplight put against neurolinguistic applications to second language
learning and pedagogy might also turn yellow soon awaiting the accompanying green light.
However, such alternative view is still speculative and open-ended and it certainly needs support of
the future research studies.
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